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A B S T R A C T   

Context: Clinicians use brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) to discuss neurodevelopmental prognosis with 
parents of neonates with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) treated with therapeutic hypothermia (TH). 
Purpose: To investigate how clinicians and parents discuss these MRI results in the context of HIE and TH and 
how these discussions could be facilitated and more meaningful for parents. 
Procedures: Mixed-methods surveys with open-ended and closed-ended questions were completed by two inde-
pendent groups. (1) Clinicians responded to clinical vignettes of neonates with HIE treated with TH with various 
types of clinical features, evolution and extent of brain injury and questions about how they discuss brain MRI 
results in this context. (2) Parents of children with HIE treated with TH responded to questions about the dis-
cussion of MRI that they had while still in the neonatal intensive care unit and were asked to place it in 
perspective with the outcomes of their child when he/she reached at least 2 years of age. Open-ended responses 
were analyzed using a thematic analysis approach. Closed-ended responses are presented descriptively. 
Results: Clinicians reported uncertainty, lack of confidence, and limitations when discussing brain MRI results in 
the context of HIE and TH. Brain MRI results were “usually” (53%) used in the prognostication discussion. When 
dealing with day-2 brain MRIs performed during TH, most clinicians (40%) assumed that the results of these 
early MRIs were only “sometimes” accurate and only used them “sometimes” (33%) to discuss prognosis; a 
majority of them (66%) would “always” repeat imaging at a later time-point to discuss prognosis. Parents also 
struggled with this uncertainty, but did not discuss limitations of MRI as often. Parents raised the importance of 
the setting where the discussion took place and the importance to inform them as quickly as possible. Clinicians 
identified strategies to improve these discussions, including interdisciplinary approach, formal training, and 
standardized approach to report brain MRI. Parents highlighted the importance of communication skills, the 
stress, the hope surrounding their situation, and the need to receive answers as soon as possible. The importance 
of showing the pictures or making representative drawing of the injury, but also highlighting the not-injured 
brain, was also highlighted by parents. 
Conclusions: Discussing brain MRI results for neonates with HIE treated with TH are challenging tasks for cli-
nicians and daunting moments for parents.  
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1. Introduction 

Neonates surviving hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy (HIE) treated 
with therapeutic hypothermia (TH) remain at significant, but uncertain 
risk of long-term neurodevelopmental sequelae. Historically, prognos-
tication of long-term outcomes has been based largely on clinical history 
and on evolution of neurological assessment during the first week of life 
[1]. Over the last two decades, advances in magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) techniques have allowed the visualization of the extent of brain 
injury and research has been ongoing to correlate MRI findings in the 
postnatal period with long-term outcomes in neonates with HIE treated 
with TH [1–4]. However, prognostication remains difficult [5]. Prog-
nostic uncertainty arises from the plasticity of the developing infant's 
brain and the potential of early therapeutic interventions such as TH 
[1,6]. Knowledge, training, professional and personal experience have 
also been shown to influence prognostication [7,8]. This prognostic 
uncertainty may result in a lack of consistency between clinicians [9]. 

MRI and prognosis are key topics in discussions with parents of ne-
onates with HIE treated with TH [4]. Typically, a formal meeting is 
arranged between clinicians and parents to discuss the results of brain 
MRIs performed on days 4–10 of life and the possible prognosis of their 
neonate. Little is known about how this given prognosis or its timing 
impact parents' views about their neonate. Moreover, recent research 
has indicated that day-2 brain MRIs performed during TH in the first 
days of life can already accurately identify the presence and the extent of 
brain injury [10–15], even if there remains concerns that the full extent 
of injuries may not yet be well visualized at that timing [16], especially 
in centers not used to interpreting these early imaging in the context of 
HIE and TH. These results may warrant earlier discussion of MRI results 
with parents. Earlier prognostication with MRI may also accelerate 
decision-making processes regarding goals of care in the most severe 
cases before such decisional options (i.e., elective extubation) are no 
longer available or acceptable [17]. This study included a subgroup of 
parent respondents whose neonates received an early brain MRI on day- 
2 of life during TH, in addition to the standard of care MRI performed 
after completion of TH around day 10 of life at our institution. 

Due to the challenges of prognostication in the postnatal period, it is 
important to explore clinicians' actual use of brain MRI in the context of 
HIE and TH and parents' evaluation of it. We hypothesized that clini-
cians may often not be at ease with discussing brain MRI results for 
neonates with HIE treated with TH and that parents' expectations and 
preferences in the context of this overwhelming situation may often not 
be met. Receiving MRI results early in the course of the disease may help 
parents adjust more easily to the situation rather than waiting for 4–10 
days as it is currently the standard of care. This study was thus designed 
to investigate the challenges met by clinicians in the discussion of brain 
MRI results for neonates with HIE treated with TH and the parents' 
perspective on the topic. 

2. Materials and methods 

We used mixed-methods surveys given to (1) clinicians who discuss 
brain MRI results of neonates with HIE with parents; and (2) parents of 
children with HIE treated with TH, who were communicated these re-
sults. Participants were recruited from a single tertiary-level neonatal 
intensive care unit, which is a referral centre for TH. The research 
protocol was approved by the local institutional ethics review board, 
and we obtained informed consent for all survey respondents. 

2.1. Data collection 

We sent all clinicians who discuss brain MRI results with parents at 
the institution an electronic survey with anonymized answers via Sur-
veyMonkey® [18]. The survey prompted respondents to consider four 
clinical vignettes (Supplemental material), which described anony-
mized clinical history and brain MRI results of neonates with HIE treated 

with TH who presented with various types of clinical features, evolution 
and extent of brain injury. In addition, respondents were asked to give 
their opinion on how they would discuss these brain MRI results with 
parents and to answer general questions about their practice. The po-
tential prognosis was placed in the perspective of the evolution of these 
children at or beyond 3 years of age. In addition, the survey asked the 
clinicians general questions about their practices. 

We also surveyed parents of neonates with HIE treated with TH who 
expressed interest to participate in the study to a member of the local 
Infant Follow-up Clinic. Parents were selected when their infants 
reached at least 2 years of age, and not directly after the neonatal 
intensive care unit (NICU) stay, so that they could put into perspective 
what they were told in the NICU about MRI results and compare with 
how their child was doing at the time of the survey. A subgroup of these 
neonates was enrolled in an imaging study that included the early brain 
MRI on day 2–3 of life during TH, in addition to the standard of care MRI 
performed around day 10 of life. Parents of neonates with HIE treated 
with TH were categorized in four groups: (1) no brain injury and only 
one post-cooling MRI; (2) no brain injury and two MRIs (1 day-2 MRI 
during TH and one after TH); (3) brain injury and only one MRI after TH; 
and (4) brain injury and two MRIs (one day-2 MRI during TH and one 
after TH). A general letter about the study was first sent to these parents. 
Then, a member of the local Infant Follow-up Clinic – the multidisci-
plinary clinic that follows the neurodevelopment of all these neonates 
with HIE up to the age of 3 years – contacted the parents to discuss the 
study and see if they agreed to be contacted by the research team. If they 
agreed, a member of the research team contacted them to obtain consent 
and discussed how they preferred to answer the questionnaire focused 
on the use of brain MRI. Parents were invited to answer a semi- 
structured questionnaire focused on the use of brain MRI either via an 
online survey (SurveyMonkey® [18]), a paper survey (with open and 
closed questions), or an in-person interview. One or both parents 
together could participate in the survey. 

2.2. Data analysis 

Answers to closed questions from clinicians and parents were pre-
sented using descriptive statistics. Categorical data were reported as 
frequencies and percentages. Answers to open-ended questions from 
clinicians and parents were analyzed using a thematic analysis 
approach. The analysis team consisted of 1 neonatologist and clinician- 
scientist (AF) and 2 non-physician scholars (AC and ER) who specialize 
in mixed-methods empirical investigations related to ethics issues, as 
well as 1 neonatologist and clinician-scientist specialized in birth 
asphyxia (PW). The research team identified key concepts and themes 
[19,20]. First, one team member (AC) coded a subset of responses from 
both respondent groups, using open coding [21]. Two team members 
(AC and AF) discussed those codes and developed an initial list of 
emerging themes to use as a codebook. AC then recoded the initial 
subset and a new subset using the new codebook. AF then coded 20% of 
that coding to validate coding consistency and identify potential new 
themes. Four research team members (AC, AF, ER, PW) met to discuss 
the draft codebook at this stage. This meeting resulted in a near-final 
codebook. AC used this codebook to code the complete dataset, and 
AF reviewed and validated a subset (20%) of the coding to ensure 
consistency. The coders identified a few new themes when coding the 
complete dataset and added them to the final codebook until the coders 
were satisfied that thematic saturation had been reached (they identified 
no new themes) [23]. The entire dataset was then reviewed to identify 
any previous instances of these themes. Qualitative analysis software 
(NVivo Version 12 [22]) was used to assist with coding and analysis. 
Throughout the analysis process, the team met to discuss the relation-
ship between themes and develop a conceptual framework (Fig. 1). 
Through this discussion, the team classified themes as relating to (1) 
perceptions of MRI, (2) discussing MRI, and (3) proposed solutions. 
Some themes fell into multiple categories. The conceptual model divides 
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these themes into those discussed by parents and medical team mem-
bers, those discussed by parents only, and those discussed by the medical 
team only, to highlight commonalities and differences. [19]. 

3. Results 

3.1. Participants 

3.1.1. Clinicians 
Sixteen clinicians completed the case vignettes and the online sur-

vey, including six neonatologists, two neonatal nurse practitioners, two 
fellows in neonatology, four neurologists, and two pediatricians from 
the Infant Follow-up Clinic. Most (46%) of the respondent clinicians had 
10–20 years of experience. 

3.1.2. Parents 
Twenty-eight parents (or pairs of parents) answered the semi- 

structured questionnaire focused on the use of brain MRI; 26 
answered the survey online, one answered on the paper version, and one 
answered through in-person interview. Twelve parents belonged to the 
group with brain injury (six only had one MRI after TH, and six had two 
MRIs) and thirteen parents belonged to the group without brain injury 
(13 only had one MRI after TH, and three had two MRIs). The survey was 
answered by mother only (43%), father only (43%), or both parents 
(14%). Mean age of their children at survey time was 3 years and 2 
months. Highest level of parent education was university (68%), CÉGEP 
college (24%) and secondary (8%). Most parents (64%) understood 
what was explained to them and most (80%) found that the doctor used 
words easy to understand. When asked if the prognosis received during 
the NICU stay corresponded to how their child is doing today, 56% of 

parents answered that the description was somewhat accurate, but 32% 
that the description was not accurate and 12% that the description was 
wrong. 

3.2. How do different respondents understand brain MRI results? 

3.2.1. Clinicians 
When asked which elements they used to discuss prognosis with 

parents of neonates with HIE treated with TH, clinicians mentioned that 
they rely on the clinical exam of the neonate (93%), the brain MRI report 
(93%), the results of the other ancillary tests (93%), the review of the 
MRI images (80%), the pediatric neurologist's opinion (73%), previous 
experience (67%), previous training (67%), and literature review (40%). 

Brain MRI results were thus most often “usually” (53%) used in the 
prognostication discussion (Table 1), but were most often only “some-
what” helpful in that discussion as highlighted in the answers to the 
vignettes (Fig. 2). Most clinicians (73%) highlighted that they could only 
“sometimes” remain up to date with the current literature about prog-
nostication in the context of HIE and TH (Table 1). When dealing with 
day-2 brain MRIs performed during TH, most clinicians (40%) assumed 
that the results of these early MRIs were only “sometimes” accurate and 
most of them (33%) only used “sometimes” these results to discuss 
prognosis (Table 1). A majority of them (66%) would “always” repeat 
imaging at a later time-point to discuss prognosis (Table 1). 

The most common comments from the clinicians stressed the view 
that MRI was confirmatory, e.g., “re inforces [sic] what we know from the 
clinical examination and evolution to date.” Clinicians also commonly 
described uncertainty when discussing brain MRI results, noting that it is 
often difficult or impossible to predict or prognosticate what the future 
exactly entails: e.g., “the full range of possibilities is still possible.” When 

Understanding
brain MRI 

results

Both

•MRI looks for or
shows something

•Causes of damage

•Limitations of MRI

Parents only

•Protocol

•MRI for research

Clinicians only

•MRI confirmatory or
partial

Communicating
brain MRI results

Both

•Communication skills

•MRI reassuring

•Uncertainty

•Multidisciplinary approach

•Support

•Follow-up

•Hope

•Comfort

•End-of-life decision-making

•Good parents

Parents only

•Privacy

•Stress

•Forgetting or not
remembering

Clinicians only

•Confidence (and lack of it)

•Quality of life

Solutions

Both

•Communication skills

Clinicians only

•Multidisciplinary
approach

•Training

•Experience

•Follow-Up

•Research

•Internal information
sharing

•Protocol

•Family

Parents only

•Address Stress

•Hope

•Address forgetting or
not remembering

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework.  
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faced with results of day-2 MRIs, several clinicians expressed that it was 
“too early” or that they needed “more time” to develop a prognosis. 
However, a few clinicians did assert that the day-2 MRI may help 
mitigate uncertainty in some cases: e.g., “In case of considering early 
withdrawal of care and there [is] some uncertainty, MRI earlier on 
might be helpful – if catastrophic, [it] might help family to make de-
cisions.” Clinicians acknowledged the co-existence of certainty and un-
certainty: e.g., “Even though we can be fairly certain that the infant will 
have sequelae, there remains uncertainty about the severity of these 
sequelae.” They also stressed the importance of long-term follow up to 

“see the impact that this injury will have” and “to specify the outcome 
between mild and severe disability.” 

Limited confidence among clinicians was highlighted in the answers 
to the vignettes (Fig. 3), in the closed questions (Table 1) and in many 
comments. Many described a lack of confidence in their discussion of the 
brain MRI results and formulation of prognosis, e.g., “I am never 
confident with predicting outcome completely unless the baby presents 
extreme and MRI is clearly catastrophic.” Clinicians also highlighted 
limitations of MRI in prognostication: e.g., “an image that [,] unless it is 
completely abnormal [,] can only give you a suggestion – infants have a 

Table 1 
Clinicians views on discussing brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) results for neonates with neonatal encephalopathy (NE) treated with 
hypothermia. 
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certain plasticity to their brain that can help/not help in their recovery. 
[A] return to normal exam or mild at the time of discharge is much more 
encouraging than a picture.” 

Clinicians also explained what helped alleviate the challenges of MRI 
discussion. In both closed questions (Table 1) and comments, most cli-
nicians focused on the role of a interdisciplinary approach, i.e., consulting 
or working together with other clinicians, including neurologists, neu-
roradiologists and other neonatologists. As one respondent explained: “I 
do not personally know the exact significance of the above MRI findings, 
and therefore I would feel much more comfortable consulting one or 
more of the following: another neonatologist, radiologist, neurologist, 
neonatal follow-up [clinicians,] prior to counseling the family. This al-
lows for a better understanding of the FULL picture and obtain [a] 
consensus.” 

3.2.2. Parents 
When asked to select reasons why a brain MRI was performed for 

their neonate (Table 2), parents chose the following options: to evaluate 
brain damage (88%), to predict the future development of the infant 
(46%), to predict the future complications and the possible recovery 
(42%), to establish a diagnosis (38%), to predict the quality of life of the 
infant (31%) and to understand the cause of the brain damage (12%). In 
contrast to clinicians, parents never described the MRI as confirmatory. 
They did describe that the MRI would show not only the damage to the 
brain from birth, but also the effect of the TH treatment: e.g., “to check 
the brain after treatment”. Some parents mentioned that the imaging 
was part of the clinical protocol: e.g., “Someone told me that MRI was 
part of a protocol of tests to be done after the cooling.” A few parents 
mentioned that the MRI of their child was done for research: e.g., “My 
baby was part of a study group and they wanted to see the behavior of 
the damage to the brain.” 

3.3. How do different respondents communicate brain MRI results? 

3.3.1. Clinicians 
Clinicians discussed specific items that they would communicate to 

parents about brain MRI results. Some clinicians focused on communi-
cating what clinical cause could explain the brain damage seen on MRI, 
e.g., “their child's brain sustained injury from lack of oxygen.” Others 
mentioned more clearly the visual components and specified that they 
would show the MRI images to parents. Several clinicians explained how 
they would describe the MRI as reassuring: e.g., “Considering [his] 
traumatic birth history and turbulent neonatal course, the MRI is 
somewhat reassuring. However, [he] remains at risk for neuro-
developmental sequelae and will require close follow-up to monitor his 
progress.” Indeed, when they found the MRI reassuring or not, many 
clinicians also highlighted that they would communicate the need for 
future follow-up: e.g., “mention that MRI does show some areas of “scar 
[r]ing“ that is consistent with the story and that this does increase the 
possibility of long term development challenges that will be followed by 
development specialists.” 

Clinicians also mentioned that they needed to communicate the risk, 
uncertainty, and limitations of the brain MRI. As one clinician explained, 
“I am always careful about giving a very ‘black [or] white’ prognosis. I 
tend to discuss in terms of ‘risks.’” Another noted “that there remains 
(and will remain for several months) some uncertainty with respect to 
his development.” When dealing with day-2 brain MRIs performed 
during TH, some clinicians reiterated that they would mention to par-
ents the limitations of these early brain MRIs: e.g., “I would also mention 
that, at this stage, we may not see all the damages”. 

Clinicians discussed how they would communicate with parents. 
Many clinicians stressed the importance of answering parents' questions 
and needs. They talked about the importance of when and where these 
conversations with parents should take place, mentioning that: “We 

Fig. 2. Usefulness of brain MRI results for clinicians to predict future outcome of the neonates with NE treated with TH described in the different vignettes.  
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should not discuss everything at the meeting where we explain the MRI 
results. This type of situation requires more meetings over several days”. 
Some clinicians stressed joint decision-making, even going so far as 
noting that the vignettes “don't indicate the views of the parents. So I 
find these cases very hypothetical as the recommendation is based on a 
two-way street [of] understanding and communication.” Clinicians 
noted the importance of communicating hope, stressing that “it is 
important to encourage and give hope to parents” and that they “would 
be optimistic with parents.” Others highlighted being consistent and 
non-judgmental: e.g., “In order to give a consistent response, I would 
meet the family with neurology [….] I would not put judgment on mild 
or moderate disability as mild disability can be devastating for some 
parents.” Again, clinicians stressed a interdisciplinary approach in these 
communications: e.g., “Preferably I would ask the consultants to 
accompany me to discuss with parents.” 

3.3.2. Parents 
Parents' responses provided insight into parents' communication 

preferences (Table 2). Seventy percent of parents would have liked the 
MRI earlier if it was possible. Of the parents of neonates with HIE who 
participated in the research study with day-2 MRIs during TH, 87% 
mentioned that knowing earlier was useful. Comments from parents 
urged to “eliminate all possible delays and inform the parents as quickly 
as possible.” Only 24% of parents reported that the doctors showed them 
the actual imaging; 80% of them found that very useful. Among parents 
who did not see the actual imaging, 76% thought that it could have been 
useful. In comments, parents did express interest in seeing the imaging 
and mentioned that “access to the images” helped them better 
understand. 

Some parents described the MRI as reassuring, though much less often 
than the medical team; parents typically used this specific word when 

their neonates did not display brain injury on MRI. However, other 
parents, especially but not only parents of neonates with brain injury, 
reported the uncertainty and the limitations in prognostication trans-
mitted by the clinicians: e.g., “There was no damage, therefore it was 
reassuring, but I was told that nothing could be predicted in advance for 
sure. There was too much uncertainty.” Several parents would have 
liked to know more information, and especially more concrete infor-
mation. However, at least one parent was willing to trade off the amount 
of given information for the certainty of information: “I believe that it is 
very important to not go too far, only that which is certain must be 
discussed.” 

Parent described waiting for the meeting with the doctors with 
“concrete” explanations. They identified that the neonatologist and the 
pediatric neurologist of their baby were the persons most often giving 
these results. Parents had varying opinions on who should be present for 
the conversation. A majority (64%) reported not being able to choose 
who was present with them during the discussion. Comments revealed a 
range of specific preferences, from statements such as “We were the two 
parents and it was our moment. This did not concern anyone, but us” to 
requests “to offer parents to be accompanied during the discussion 
because of the emotional implications.” Others specifically requested a 
social worker or chaplain be present. 

Parents most often reported conversations taking place at the 
bedside (32%), during a formal meeting in a conference room (20%), or 
through a phone call (20%). In comments, they raised the importance of 
privacy and other concerns about the setting, such as noise, suggesting 
“Maybe discussing it in a place other than the critical care unit would be 
good. With all the noise from the incubators and machines in the room, it 
was not so easy.” Parents also commented about how they wanted to 
receive news from the clinicians. Like the clinicians, they highlighted 
the importance of answering questions: e.g., praising a pediatrician who 

Fig. 3. Level of confidence among clinicians to predict future outcome of the neonates with NE treated with TH described in the different vignettes.  
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“responded to many of my questions that remained unanswered 
following my baby's hospitalization.” Parents requested that the news be 
delivered with care and empathy: e.g., “Be sure to have empathy and 
that the parent is capable, emotionally and physically, of understanding 
what you are explaining to them.” They stressed the importance of hope 
in communication: e.g., “Do not make too grave a diagnosis too quickly. 
Put a little more stress on what we can do to help our baby progress.” 

3.4. What are the solutions to improve discussion of MRI results? 

3.4.1. Clinicians 
Clinicians formulated the following potential solutions to the chal-

lenges of discussing brain MRI results. Clinicians suggested enhancing 
the interdisciplinary approach through “more regular and formal inter-
action with consultants and experts,” and “the inclusion of colleagues 
during the communication of results, i.e., neurologist, neonatologist, 
neonatal follow-up pediatrician, social worker, and bedside nurse.” 

Some clinicians highlighted their lack of formal training in discus-
sing brain MRI data: 73% reported not to have received formal training 
for understanding reports and images of brain MRI, and 93% reported 
not to have received formal training for communicating brain MRI re-
sults. All clinicians answered that they could improve their skills in 
discussing brain MRI results (20% a great deal, 40% quite a bit, and 40% 
somewhat). Comments also expressed interest in further training, sug-
gesting possibilities like “courses on how to understand the reports and 
the images and how to look at them”, “conferences on the subject,” and 
“lectures on prognostication by interdisciplinary team (neonatology, 
neurology, neuroradiology, EEG/evoked response).” In addition, a few 
clinicians proposed that getting more information about the follow-up of 
these neonates would help: e.g., “Receiving regular feedback from the 
follow-up team reporting patient outcomes in comparison to their 
neonatal history and brain MRI results.” Some clinicians highlighted the 
potential usefulness of additional research (“larger and more extensive 
outcome studies”) and experience (“experience in neonatal follow-up.”) 

Many clinicians noted that better internal information-sharing sys-
tems would help them in discussing brain MRI results. Proposed solu-
tions included “Having written documentation that reports what type of 
lesion (location, severity) […]. Having reports that are easier to read and 
interpret.” 

Clinicians discussed specific skills that would help when communi-
cating with parents of neonates with HIE, such as using laymen's terms, 
having “clarity, compassion, accepting and communicating uncertainty” 
and using “more precise words, more similar to those of my colleagues, 
to avoid confusing parents.” Some clinicians highlighted how families 
can be an important source of improving clinician's communication 
skills, by expressing “their input on what is significant and meaningful 

Table 2 
Summary of parent comments.  

Theme Example of comments 

Understanding brain MRI results 
MRI looks for or shows 

something 
“To see if there was brain damage.” 
“If there are black or dark shadows, this implies that 
this part of the brain is dead. We do not want to see 
dark zones on the brain.” 

Causes of damage “To verify the after effects of hypoxia to the brain 
following delivery” 
“It was to verify that he did not have any necrosis 
following a possible lack of oxygen” 

Limitations of MRI “One was done after he was born and another one 
needed to be done after 10 days to get more [clear] 
image” 

Protocol “Someone told me that MRI was part of a protocol of 
tests to be done after the cooling.” 

MRI for research “My baby was part of a study group and they wanted 
to see the behavior of the damage to the brain.”  

Communicating brain MRI results 
Communication skills “Again, eliminate all possible delays and inform the 

parents as quickly as possible.” 
“To have access to the images (MRI)” 
“I believe that it is very important to not go too far, 
only that which is certain must be discussed.” 
“To offer parents to be accompanied during the 
discussion because of the emotional implications.” 
“Maybe discussing it in a place other than the critical 
care unit would be good. With all the noise from the 
incubators and machines in the room, it was not so 
easy.” 
“Be sure to have empathy and that the parent is 
capable, emotionally and physically, of 
understanding what you are explaining to them.” 

MRI reassuring “Reassuring” 
“It said that it was very positive, so we could be 
optimistic.” 

Uncertainty “There was no damage, therefore it was reassuring, 
but I was told that nothing could be predicted in 
advance for sure. There was too much uncertainty.” 

Multidisciplinary “A meeting with the two parents, the doctor and the 
neurologist, with concrete explanations and the 
supporting images” 

Privacy “We were the two parents and it was our moment. 
This did not concern anyone, but us.” 

Support “Have face-to-face meeting with the MRI images and 
a social worker or someone else to support us.” 
“Always meet face-to-face with the family, do not 
underestimate the impact that these results have on 
parents, offer psychological support.” 

Follow-up “The pediatrician who did my baby's follow-up 
responded to many of my questions that remained 
unanswered following my baby's hospitalization.” 

Hope “Do not make too grave a diagnosis too quickly. Put a 
little more stress on what we can do to help our baby 
progress.” 

Comfort “The pediatrician's call brought us a little relief and 
decreased the stress we endured all across the 
hospitalization.” 

End-of-life decision-making “As [NAME] was likely not to breathe or eat on his 
own, we had to decide what we would do in the 
following days. We experienced immense anger, 
sadness, and incomprehension about the precarious 
situation that he was in.” 
“We started to talk about funerals and getting him 
baptized in the event that he dies.” 

Good parents “I remember that they told us that she could have a 
developmental delay. It tore me apart, and we 
worked with the little one to provide the most 
encouragements and provide her with every possible 
chance. It went super well and she is very intelligent.”  

Solutions 
Communication skills “Teach bedside manner. The doctor was extremely 

rude. The doctor with her looked annoyed that I was  

Table 2 (continued ) 

Theme Example of comments 

here and asked who I was and what I was doing there. 
Needless to say, I was in tears.” 
“A better attitude in the face of the potential barriers 
that await us.” 

Hope “After the first MRI, we had a big hope that the baby 
will be fine and will grow up normally. [It was still a] 
stress but comforting to know what to expect.” 

Address stress “It was an unbelievable stress for about two months. 
My son was in critical care for 30 days. I lost my beard 
hair, my convictions and my illusions” 

Address forgetting or not 
remembering 

“I am personally questioning my own memory. I 
remember that they talked to me, but I do not 
remember who, when, or where, I am sorry. I think 
that my husband might have been there, still not sure 
[….] it is definitely necessary to be accompanied by 
someone such as a partner and to repeat, because I 
asked my husband and it is unclear to him too. Maybe 
because the results were neither negative nor 
positive.”  
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information for them.” Some clinicians proposed that specific protocols 
and guidelines be developed to enhance communication skills in cases of 
neonatal brain injury: e.g., “Standardized institutional guidelines 
[would] improve homogeneity of the perception between colleagues 
and of information given to the families.” 

3.4.2. Parents 
Parents emphasized several themes around communication 

(Table 2). They identified poor communication skills. One respondent 
stressed: “Teach bedside manner. The doctor was extremely rude. The 
doctor with her looked annoyed that I was here and asked who I was and 
what I was doing there. Needless to say, I was in tears” and another 
requested “a better attitude in the face of the potential barriers that 
await us.” They often mentioned the stress surrounding their situation: e. 
g., “It was an unbelievable stress for about two months. My son was in 
critical care for 30 days. I lost my beard hair, my convictions and my 
illusions”. Stress interacted with hope, e.g., “After the first MRI, we had a 
big hope that the baby will be fine and will grow up normally. [It was 
still a] stress but comforting to know what to expect.” They also high-
lighted the issue of forgetting or not remembering: e.g., “I am personally 
questioning my own memory. I remember that they talked to me, but I 
do not remember who, when, or where, I am sorry. I think that my 
husband might have been there, still not sure [….] it is definitely 
necessary to be accompanied by someone such as a partner and to 
repeat, because I asked my husband and it is unclear to him too. Maybe 
because the results were neither negative nor positive.” 

4. Discussion 

Prognosis has been part of medicine ever since its inception, with 
patients and parents often coming to clinicians looking for decisive an-
swers. Advanced technologies such as MRI would seem to help estab-
lishing clear prognoses, but they do not eliminate uncertainty for several 
reasons. First, prognosis is seldom taught and is researched to a lesser 
degree compared to diagnoses or treatments [24,25]. This was also re-
flected in the answers given by our participants. Second, the future is 
inherently unpredictable and therefore at odds with the more ascer-
tained ability to talk about past and current medical events [26,27]. 
Third, these issues are exacerbated in neonates with HIE treated with 
TH. Prognosis in these neonates is extremely unpredictable as many 
factors such as the plasticity of the brain in development and the impact 
of the environment modulate the long-term outcomes and their impact 
on quality of life [28,29]. The care of neonates with HIE has drastically 
changed over the last few years, with the advent of TH [28–30], and 
there are limited long-term outcome data for neonates treated with TH. 
Fourth, MRI is no panacea: despite its alleged abilities, it remains a tool 
in process of being refined, especially in terms of its ability to inform 
prognostication [31,32]. Fifth, prognosis was historically avoided in 
order to shield patients and parents from the distress of bad news [33] 
and it continues to be an uneasy and uncomfortable aspect of medical 
practice as reported in our study and others [9,34–36]. It is therefore 
unsurprising that clinicians in this study often struggle with uncertainty 
and reported a lack of confidence in discussing MRI findings, consistent 
with some emerging literature [9,34,35]. 

Parents also struggled with uncertainty related to the brain MRI re-
sults, but did not discuss the limitations of brain MRI as much as clini-
cians. They mentioned that the outcome of their child did not always 
correspond to what was discussed in the postnatal period. They 
expressed an expectation of “concrete” knowledge, but also highlighted 
their needs for time to emotionally process the information received, for 
their questions to be addressed (even if there is not always an answer), 
and for empowerment to take care of their infant with brain injury. 

Parents unanimously requested to receive information more quickly 
in the context of HIE and TH. However, several clinicians mentioned 
that they would not feel comfortable using the MRIs during TH for 
prognostic purposes, because they felt it was too early. Several studies 

have now shown that MRIs during TH show the same injuries as later 
MRIs for neonates with HIE treated with TH [10–15]. This example il-
lustrates how it is challenging for clinicians to remain attuned to 
emerging research literature and to apply these new research findings. 

Discussing brain MRI results and potential for disability requires that 
a lot of information is conveyed at one time to parents, who may already 
feel stressed and overwhelmed by the situation. Several models support 
a clinically meaningful and ethical practice of prognostication [37–39]. 
Common features of proposed approaches were described as ouR-HOPE 
approach (Reflection – Humility – Open-mindedness – Partnership – 
Engagement) [36] and included: (1) transparency in what is known and 
not known [40]; (2) recognizing and communicating the limits of 
medicine; (3) maintaining a stance of humility toward parents; (4) being 
open to reevaluation of current knowledge and to learning through 
challenging and unexpected cases; (5) supporting parents who need to 
make decisions upon uncertain medical information. Clinicians and 
parents also proposed several actionable solutions to improve the dis-
cussion of brain MRI findings. Some studies have demonstrated that the 
real outcome of neonates is often less somber than what healthcare 
professionals depicted in the postnatal period [41–43] and that this issue 
has also been raised to in the context of HIE and TH [44]. As suggested 
by the clinicians in this study, an interdisciplinary and integrative 
approach, where MRI is only one of the elements used for prognosis, and 
an increased knowledge in follow-up could help mitigate the uncertainty 
and the lack of confidence of the clinicians, address the needs of the 
parents and foster their engagement in long-term follow up care [36]. 

Many clinicians highlighted that they were missing formal training 
in discussing brain MRI results for neonates with HIE and more generally 
for neonates with brain injury. To palliate to the difficulty of training all 
clinicians to these tasks, some centers have developed an expertise in 
neonatal neurology (neuro-NICU) [45], with a small group of clinicians 
trained in neonatal neurology. Alternatively, if feasible, a more inclusive 
approach would be to train all clinicians taking care of these neonates 
and discussing with parents. Organizing regular interdisciplinary 
teaching rounds where cases and their follow-up can be reviewed would 
expose all clinicians to the range of possible outcomes and refine their 
prognostication skills. In addition, communication guidelines for 
breaking bad news are widely described in adult medicine [46,47], as 
well as in pediatrics [48]. They are still emerging in neonatology 
[49,50], even though the NICU can be an emotional environment where 
difficult decisions often need to be made. Similar guidelines and train-
ings are urgently needed in this particular setting. Participation of 
families of neonates with HIE treated with TH in the development of 
these training are of utmost importance to ensure that they are mean-
ingful and respond to their expectations and wishes. In our study, par-
ents had actionable insights on what they wanted to know, from whom, 
where, when, and how during these complex and often difficult dis-
cussions. Many parents' suggestions for good communication matched 
the communication strategies described by clinicians, and can therefore 
reinforce clinicians' approaches. The importance of showing the pictures 
or making representative drawing of the injury, but also highlighting the 
not-injured brain appeared to help parents better understand the med-
ical information and gave them hope. 

Finally, standardizing the reporting of brain MRI results are reported 
and including only relevant information for clinicians seems to be an 
interesting option to pursue, considering that most clinicians rely only 
on reports to discuss the MRI results with parents. Making them simpler 
and to the point by highlighting the location and the extent of the injury, 
as well as using common terminology would help clinicians, who may 
have difficulties with the subtleties of radiological language (i.e., the 
significance of signal changes according to different MRI sequences). A 
systemic scoring system that has been shown to predict neuro-
developmental outcome may be another solution to improve reporting 
of the injury extent [2,49–52]. 

A strength of the study was surveying both those giving prognosis 
and those receiving prognosis to better understand both points of view 
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and better highlight the variability in such discussions. Among the 
limitations of the study, our clinicians' samples size was small and did 
not offer the possibility to stratify and analyze responses based on spe-
cialties and levels of training, but reflected the diversity of age and 
experience of clinicians discussing such results with parents at our 
institution. Clinicians typically have fear of judgment. Even though it 
was clear that answers were anonymized, some of the narrative com-
ments evoked this concern. It is common for clinicians to profoundly 
dislike being placed in a situation where they do not know and to 
consider uncertainty a taboo topic [53,54]. Another limitation was that 
our parents' sample size was also small and it was not possible to stratify 
and analyze responses based on nature/extent of injury. Waiting that 
their infants reached 3 years of age or beyond to survey parents may also 
be a limitation and have introduced recall bias, but it would also open 
this unique perspective to assess what they remembered from these 
discussions and how it influenced their view of their child. Parents' 
sample included a similar number of parents of neonates with and 
without brain injury. In addition, the age range of children with HIE 
within each group of parents were similar, giving them a homogenous 
time perspective to reflect on what was said in the NICU and compare 
with how their child was doing at time of survey. Finally, discussion of 
results and prognosis may vary by institution, including who discusses 
these brain MRI results with parents and when they are discussed. Only 
clinicians and parents from a single center were surveyed in our study, 
so an additional multi-institutional study with a larger sample size of 
clinicians and parents is needed to confirm generalizability of our re-
sults, to continue to raise awareness for these difficult conversations, 
and to find constructive solutions for clinicians and parents to these 
challenges. It may also be interesting to survey parents immediately 
after the NICU stay and later on, to compare the evolution of their 
perspectives over time. 

5. Conclusion 

This study provided the opportunity to highlight that discussing 
brain MRI results for neonates with HIE are challenging tasks for clini-
cians and daunting moments for parents. There is an urgent need to 
develop a systemic and interdisciplinary approach to prognostication, to 
standardize reporting of brain MRI results and to further train clinicians 
in their discussion. These solutions may help facilitate difficult decision- 
making discussions and make them more meaningful for parents. 
Similar interventions may be applied more generally to other critically 
ill neonates with brain injury and their parents in order to empower 
them in the care of their infants. 
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